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Hopping motion of interacting particles: From time-dependent interaction to directed transport
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The hopping motion of three or more pairwise interacting particles on a linear equipotential chain is
investigated. It is shown that a directed transport of the particle array can be obtained by introducing time-
dependent interactions such as switching the interaction strength periodically between two values. The direc-
tion and mean velocity of the motion are determined by the nature of the imposed time dependence and can,
hence, be chosen dynamically. The possibility of transporting a passive cargo and some other applications are
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility to construct man-made machines on m
soscopic to molecular scales is fascinating and challeng
for many reasons. First, such man-made molecular mach
would provide a natural followup for handling and manip
lating nanoscale objects such as atoms and single molec
which have already become widespread in many areas@1#.
While a few steps in this direction have already been m
experimentally@2#, the investigation of how to transform ex
ternally supplied energy in an efficient and controllable w
into performing specific functions on the molecular scale
still in its early stages. These first realizations are never
less very promising and one might expect further devel
ments to yield some yet unknown ways to control t
molecular scale and to open new fields of technological
plications. Man-made molecular machines might also help
shed light on the functionality of the variety of machines a
motors known in biology, in particular, on the poorly unde
stood complex energy transformations that occur in biolo
cal systems on the molecular scale. This hope is based o
fact that, in the opposite direction, biological machines a
motors have stimulated physical studies leading to first
perimental realizations of man-made small scale machi
for example, the so-called Brownian motors@3#. Inspired by
the directed motion of biological motor proteins~see, for
example, Ref.@4#!, the motion of particles in ratchet poten
tials with spatial asymmetry under the influence of stocha
and/or periodic forces has been intensively studied. The
oretical approaches are usually either based on Newt
Langevin-type equations of motion@5# or focus on hopping
models @6#. Besides the biological motivation, one wou
like to understand the conditions under which directed m
tion of particles in these systems occur, an issue, that re
to the problem to the second law of thermodynamics@7# and
to general symmetry considerations@8#. The results of the
theoretical investigations have been used to produce ex
mentally directed transport on scales ranging from mac
scopic objects down to single atoms@9#. Having the advan-
tage of being rather simple, ratchet approaches usually s
the feature that the direction and velocity of the motion
somewhat difficult to control dynamically.

Recently some alternative concepts have been prop
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@10,11# that allow inherently for dynamical control of th
direction and velocity of the induced motion. Within the co
cept developed in Ref.@10#, originally formulated in continu-
ous Newtonian dynamics, the energy is supplied by a tim
dependent interparticle interaction and is then transform
via a nonlinear coupling to adeterministicdirected transport,
in the absence of any static spatial asymmetry in the syst
In the following, a simple hopping version of the continuo
model of Ref.@10# is discussed. In the case studied he
three or more particles are located on a line of equipoten
sites and interact via harmonic nearest neighbor pair po
tials. It is shown that within this discrete version, direct
motion can be achieved with less effort, since a simple p
odic drive that switches the interaction strengths betw
two values is sufficient to cause directed transport. As in
continuous counterpart@10#, the direction and mean velocit
of the motion are determined by the characteristics of
imposed time dependence and can be chosen dynamic
and the model allows for the transportation of a pass
cargo.

II. MODEL

The topology of the model system under discussion
shown in Fig. 1~a!. There areN53 particles located along a
linear chain of equipotential sites that interact via near
neighbor pair potentials. To simplify the notation, the thr
particles are, henceforth, numbered 0, 1, and 2~from left to
right!, whereas the two interparticle potentials or ‘‘bond
are denoted by 0~left! and 1~right!. The interparticle poten-
tial Vi of ‘‘bond’’ i, i.e., between particlesi and i 11, is
assumed to be harmonic,Vi5Vi

(0)@ uxi 11(t)2xi(t)u21#2,
wherexi(t) is the position of particlei P$0,1,2% at time t,
and Vi

(0) denotes the interaction strength of ‘‘bond’’i
P$0,1% ~length and time are measured here in units of nu
ber of sites and in units of hopping attempts per partic
respectively!. The particles perform random nearest neighb
hops under the restriction of site exclusion~only one particle
can occupy a given site!, where the transition probabilityG
for a particle to hop to an empty site is given byG
5min$1,exp@2DE/(kBT)#%. Here, DE is the energy differ-
ence between the attempted and the present particle arra
ment,kB denotes Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the absolute
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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temperature, so that detailed balance is fulfilled. Althou
the system under consideration is quite simple, an exact
lytical treatment seems not to be feasible in the nonequ
rium case focused on below. Therefore, in what follows
rely on numerical simulations of the system dynamics@12#.
Under equilibrium conditions~particularly when theVi

(0) are
time independent!, a diffusive motion of the particle arra
occurs, as expected. To obtain directed transport, the in
particle potentials are taken to be time dependent. One
to realize such a time dependence is to choose the pote
prefactorsVi

(0) to alternate between two values as shown
Fig. 1~b!. Here, the valueVgs

(0) corresponds to a ground sta
~gs! and the valueVes

(0) corresponds to an ‘‘excited’’ state~es!
of the ‘‘bond,’’ thus mimicking the effect of periodically
‘‘exciting’’ the individual ‘‘bonds,’’ where the ‘‘excitation’’
causes a strengthening@as in Fig. 1~b!# or weakening of the
interparticle interaction for a given period of time@13#. In
this case, the model parameters are the two values of
interaction strengthVgs

(0) and Ves
(0) , the overall frequencyv,

the duration 0<t<v21 of the ‘‘excitation,’’ and the phase
shift Dt between the ‘‘excitation’’ of the two ‘‘bonds,’’
2v21/2<Dt<v21/2. Here, Dt.0 means that the lef
‘‘bond’’ is ‘‘excited’’ before the right ‘‘bond,’’ whereasDt
,0 indicates the opposite order.

The quantities of interest are the time-dependent cen
of-mass coordinatex(t)5@x0(t)1x1(t)1x2(t)#/3 of the ar-
ray of three particles being initially located atx0(t50)5
21, x1(t50)50, andx2(t50)51, as well as its probabil-
ity distribution Pt(x), wherePt(x) dx is the probability to
find the particle array between coordinatex andx1dx after t

FIG. 1. ~a! Sketch of the system topology showing three p
ticles on nearest neighbor sites. The rightmost particle tries
perform a hop to the right against the harmonic potential d
to its interaction with the middle particle, indicated by th
dashed parabola. The hop is performed with probabilityG
5min$1,exp@2DE/(kBT)#%, whereDE is the energy difference be
tween the attempted and the present particle arrangement, in
caseDE5V1

(0) . ~b! Example of the time dependence of the inte
action strength, showing the two potential prefactorsV0

(0) andV1
(0)

vs time t for Vgs
(0)/(kBT)51 and Ves

(0)/(kBT)52. The overall fre-
quency v53/10, the ‘‘excitation’’ durationt51, and the phase
shift Dt52/3 are indicated.
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time steps. By calculating the first moment of the latter qu
tity, one obtains the mean distancex̄(t)5*2`

` xPt(x) dx af-

ter t time steps, from which the mean velocityv̄ is calculated
as the long-time limitv̄5 lim

t→`
x̄(t)/t ~in units of number

of sites per hopping attempt and particle!.

III. RESULTS

Let us start the discussion by looking at the probabil
distributionPt(x) for some particular sets of parameter va
ues, see Fig. 2. There are three cases shown in the figur~i!
pure diffusive motion in Fig. 2~a!, which is caused by sym
metrically ‘‘exciting’’ the ‘‘bonds’’ without any phase shift,
Dt50, ~ii ! biased motion to the right in Fig. 2~b!, which is
caused by ‘‘exciting’’~strengthening! the right ‘‘bond’’ after
the left one,Dt.0, and~iii ! biased motion to the left in Fig
2~c!, which is caused by ‘‘exciting’’~strengthening! the left
‘‘bond’’ after the right one,Dt,0. @An alternative view on
the ‘‘excitation’’ is that in the case~ii ! the left ‘‘bond’’ is
weakened after the right one, whereas in the case~iii ! the
right ‘‘bond’’ is weakened after the left one, see below.# It
should be noted that the time dependence of the width of
probability distribution reflecting the diffusive part of th
motion is approximately the same in all three cases, whe
the time dependence of the first moment of the distribut
~i.e., the mean velocityv̄) varies for the different values o
Dt.

The mean velocityv̄ for a broad set of parameter values
shown in Fig. 3. The actual value of the mean velocityv̄ for

-
to
e

his

FIG. 2. Plot of the probability distribution functionPt(x) vs
mean coordinatex of the array of three particles, withx5x(t)
5@x0(t)1x1(t)1x2(t)#/3, after t time steps for interparticle inter
action strengthVgs

(0)/(kBT)51 and Ves
(0)/(kBT)52, overall fre-

quencyv53/10, ‘‘excitation’’ durationt54/3, and~a! Dt50 ~dif-
fusive motion!, ~b! Dt524/3 ~biased motion to the right!, and~c!
Dt54/3 ~biased motion to the left!. In each subfigure, four differen
times are shown,t553103, 104, 1.53104, and 23104.
8-2
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givenVgs
(0) andVes

(0) depends on the value ofDt with respect
to the values oft and v. Due to symmetry reasons on
observesv̄→2 v̄ when replacingDt→2Dt for givenv and
t. In the case of an array of three particles, the maxim
absolute value of the mean velocity for givent and v is
obtained forDtmax56t for t,v21/2. SinceDt56v21/2
corresponds to a temporally symmetric situation, as the t
between the ‘‘excitations’’ of the two ‘‘bonds’’ is exactly ha
of the inverse overall frequency, one obtainsv̄50 for all
values oft. This means particularly that no directed tran
port is observed forDt56t when t5v21/2, so that fort
5v21/2 the maximum velocity is obtained forDtmax5
6k/3 instead for6t ~the factor of 3 accounts for the fac
that the array consists of three particles!, where k is the
smallest integer larger than 3v21/4. It should be noted tha
due to the discreetness of the parametersv, t, andDt, the
special caset5v21/2 exists only when 3v21 is even@see
Fig. 3~a!, again the factor of 3 accounts for the fact that t
array consists of three particles#, but is absent if 3v21 is odd
@see Fig. 3~b!#.

So far we have concentrated on the case in which
‘‘excitation’’ strengthens the ‘‘bond,’’ i.e.,Ves

(0).Vgs
(0) . The

inverse case withVes
(0),Vgs

(0) , in which the ‘‘excitation’’
weakens the ‘‘bond,’’ results similarly in directed transpo
see Fig. 4. The two cases,Ves

(0).Vgs
(0) andVes

(0),Vgs
(0) , can be

mapped on each other by exchanging the two val
Ves

(0)↔Vgs
(0) and by replacingt→v212t. Therefore, the re-

sults for t.v21/2 when Ves
(0).Vgs

(0) can be read off from
Fig. 4, whereas whenVes

(0),Vgs
(0) the results fort.v21/2

can be read off from Fig. 3. Also in the caseVes
(0),Vgs

(0) one

observesv̄→2 v̄ when replacingDt→2Dt for givenv and
t due to symmetry reasons. In the case of an array of th
particles, the maximum absolute value of the mean velo
for given v and t,v21/2 is obtained forDtmax56t for
ratiosVes

(0)/Vgs
(0) close to 1, whereas for small ratiosVes

(0)/Vgs
(0)

FIG. 3. Plot of the mean velocityv̄ of the array of three particles
vs phaseDt for interparticle interaction strengthVgs

(0)/(kBT)51 and
Ves

(0)/(kBT)52, overall frequency~a! v53/10 and~b! v53/11, and
different values of the ‘‘excitation’’ durationt, t51/3 ~full circle!,
t52/3 ~open square!, t51 ~full triangle!, t54/3 ~open diamond!,
andt55/3 ~full star!. The lines are included as a guide to the e
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~and generally fort5v21/2) a better performance~although
in the opposite direction! is observed forDtmax56k/3,
where k is the smallest integer larger than 3t/2. Thus, for
Ves

(0),Vgs
(0) the best performance is observed when the t

‘‘excitations’’ overlap for half of their duration@cf., Fig. 4#,
in difference to the caseVes

(0).Vgs
(0) for which the best per-

formance is observed when the two ‘‘excitations’’ direct
follow each other@cf., Fig. 3, with the exceptiont5v21/2
discussed above#. It is important to note that in both case
Ves

(0).Vgs
(0) or Ves

(0),Vgs
(0) , the absolute value of the mea

velocity becomes larger for givenv, t, and Dt, when the
ratio Ves

(0)/Vgs
(0) is increased~for Ves

(0).Vgs
(0)), see Fig. 5, or

decreased~for Ves
(0),Vgs

(0)), see Fig. 6. However, the mea
velocity saturates for very large@cf., Fig. 5# or very small
ratios @cf., Fig. 6#.

The influence of the temperature on the mean velocity
shown in Fig. 7 for bothVes

(0).Vgs
(0) and Ves

(0),Vgs
(0) , where

.

FIG. 4. Plot of the mean velocityv̄ of the array of three particles
vs phaseDt for interparticle interaction strengthVgs

(0)/(kBT)52 and
Ves

(0)/(kBT)51, overall frequency~a! v53/10 and~b! v53/11, and
different values of the ‘‘excitation’’ durationt, t51/3 ~full circle!,
t52/3 ~open square!, t51 ~full triangle!, t54/3 ~open diamond!,
andt55/3 ~full star!. The lines are included as a guide to the ey

FIG. 5. Plot of the mean velocityv̄ of the array of three particles
vs interparticle interaction strengthVes

(0) for interparticle interaction
strengthVgs

(0)/(kBT)51 overall frequencyv53/10. The different
symbols correspond in to ‘‘excitation’’ durationt51/3 and phase
Dt51/3 ~full circles!, ‘‘excitation’’ duration t52/3 and phaseDt
52/3 ~open squares!, ‘‘excitation’’ duration t51 and phaseDt
51 ~full triangles!, ‘‘excitation’’ duration t54/3 and phaseDt
54/3 ~open diamonds!, and ‘‘excitation’’ durationt55/3 and phase
Dt51 ~full stars!. The lines are included as a guide to the eye.
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the temperature is varied by changingVgs
(0) andVes

(0) simulta-
neuosly, keeping the ratioVes

(0)/Vgs
(0) fixed. In both cases, the

best performance is observed for min$Vgs
(0) ,Ves

(0)%'kBT, i.e.,
when the thermal energy is approximately equal to the sm
est barrier the outmost particles face in order to hop aw
from the middle one,V gs

(0) or Ves
(0) . For too small or too high

temperatures, min$Vgs
(0) ,Ves

(0)%@kBT or min$Vgs
(0) ,Ves

(0)%
!kBT, the performance drops, and the mean velocity reac
zero for both min$Vgs

(0)/(kBT),V es
(0)/(kBT)%→0 ~high tem-

perature limit! or min$Vgs
(0)/(kBT),Ves

(0)/(kBT)%→` ~low
temperature limit!.

Besides achieving directed transport of the particle ar
the concept allows in addition for the transportation of
passive cargo, analogously to the continuous case@10#. As an
example, we study the case of an array ofN54 particles
composed ofN853 particles with twoactive ‘‘bonds’’ as
before andN951 particle attached by onepassive‘‘bond’’ at
the right. Here, the rightmost ‘‘bond’’ is called passive as t
potential prefactor is constant in time,V2

(0)5Vgs
(0) , in contrast

to the active ‘‘bonds’’ whose protential prefactors chan
with time as before. The center-of-mass coordinatex(t)
5@x0(t)1x1(t)1x2(t)1x3(t)#/4 of an array being initially
located atx0(t50)521, x1(t50)50, x2(t50)51, and
x3(t50)52 is recorded, and the mean velocityv̄ is obtained
as for three particles and is shown in Fig. 8.~In this case the
time increases in steps of 1/4 accounting for the fact t
there are four particles.! It is important to note that the at
tachment of the cargo breaks the spatial symmetry of

FIG. 6. Plot of the mean velocityv̄ of the array of three particles
vs interparticle interaction strengthVgs

(0) for interparticle interaction
strengthVes

(0)/(kBT)51 and overall frequencyv53/10. The differ-
ent symbols correspond in~a! to ‘‘excitation’’ duration t51/3 and
phaseDt51/3 ~full circles!, ‘‘excitation’’ durationt52/3 and phase
Dt52/3 ~open squares!, ‘‘excitation’’ duration t51 and phaseDt
51 ~full triangles!, and ‘‘excitation’’ durationt54/3 and phase
Dt54/3 ~open diamonds!, whereas in~b! the symbols correspond t
‘‘excitation’’ duration t52/3 and phaseDt51/3 ~open squares!,
‘‘excitation’’ duration t51 and phaseDt52/3 ~full triangles!, ‘‘ex-
citation’’ durationt54/3 and phaseDt52/3 ~open diamonds!, and
‘‘excitation’’ duration t55/3 and phaseDt51 ~full stars!. The lines
are included as a guide to the eye.
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particle array, i.e., the mean velocity when ‘‘pulling’’ th
cargo is larger than the mean velocity when ‘‘pushing’’ t
cargo. The reverse case of the cargo being attached on
left side of the active part is equivalent to replacingDt→
2Dt and v̄→2 v̄. One observes that when a cargo is
tached, there is directed transport withv̄Þ0 even forDt
50, which occurs due to the statically broken spatial sy
metry. Therefore, a system consisting of one asymmetric
placed active ‘‘bond’’ is sufficient to observe directed tran
port, for example an array ofN53 particles that is compose
of N852 particles with one active ‘‘bond’’~the parameterDt
has no meaning in this case! andN951 particle attached by
one passive ‘‘bond’’ on the left or on the right. In this ca
the direction of motion is~pre!determined by the position o
the active ‘‘bond,’’ namely, if the active bond is on the left
yields motion to the left, and vice versa.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A simple hopping counterpart of a concept recently p
posed@10# to achieve directed transport on mesoscopic

FIG. 7. Plot of the mean velocityv̄ of the array of three particles
vs interparticle interaction strengthVgs

(0) andVes
(0) for fixed ratio~a!

Ves
(0)/Vgs

(0)52 and ~b! Ves
(0)/Vgs

(0)51/2 and overall frequencyv
53/10.@Note the different scale of the ordinate in~b!# The different
symbols correspond in~a! to ‘‘excitation’’ duration t51/3 and
phaseDt51/3 ~full circles!, ‘‘excitation’’ durationt52/3 and phase
Dt52/3 ~open squares!, ‘‘excitation’’ duration t51 and phaseDt
51 ~full triangles!, ‘‘excitation’’ duration t54/3 and phaseDt
54/3 ~open diamonds!, and ‘‘excitation’’ durationt55/3 and phase
Dt51 ~full stars!, whereas in~b! the symbols correspond to ‘‘exci
tation’’ durationt52/3 and phaseDt51/3 ~open squares!, ‘‘excita-
tion’’ duration t51 and phaseDt52/3 ~full triangles!, ‘‘excitation’’
durationt54/3 and phaseDt52/3 ~open diamonds!, and ‘‘excita-
tion’’ duration t55/3 and phaseDt51 ~full stars!. The lines are
included as a guide to the eye.
8-4
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molecular scales is discussed. Focusing on the case of
or more particles located on a line of equipotential sites
interacting via harmonic nearest neighbor pair potentials,
shown that the simple periodic switching of the interacti
strength between two values is sufficient to cause direc
transport. As in the case of the continuous approach@10#, the
direction and mean velocity of the motion are determined
the characteristics of the imposed time dependence and
hence, be chosen dynamically, and the proposed concep
lows for the transportation of a passive cargo. Comparing
performance and the experimental requirements of the h
ping model presented here with the continuous picture@10#,
it is important to note that the continuous model is studied

FIG. 8. Plot of the mean velocityv̄ of the array of four particles
~three particles with a single particle attached as a cargo at the r!
vs phaseDt for interparticle interaction strengthVgs

(0)/(kBT)51 and
Ves

(0)/(kBT)52, overall frequencyv54/10, and different values o
the ‘‘excitation’’ duration t, t51/4 ~full circles!, t51/2 ~open
squares!, t53/4 ~full triangles!, t51 ~open diamonds!, and t
55/4 ~full stars!. The lines are included as a guide to the eye.
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the absence of noise, and that the performance~such as ve-
locity, ability of control, and predictability of the array pos
tion! drops when noise is added to the system. This should
contrasted with the observation that within the hoppi
model presented here, which can be viewed as a discret
version of the corresponding Langevin description in t
overdamped limit, directed motion of the particle array
achieved with considerably less effort: the simp
strengthening/weakening of the interparticle potential vs
more complex changing of the interparticle potential r
length. The presence of thermal noise might help to red
the technical demand and the complexity of actual reali
tions, particularly, when the temperature is chosen prope
Thus, one of the major advantages of the proposed conce
that it isvery simpleand should be directly feasible in actu
experiments. Concerning such an experimental realizatio
is important to note that the time dependence ofVi

(0) does
not necessarily need to be strictly periodic as considered
for the sake of simplicity. Alternatively, one can view th
time dependence of theVi

(0) as a result of ‘‘excitations’’ in-
duced externally, where the temporal order of the excitat
and hence the value ofDt are chosen dynamically leading t
a detailed control of the induced directed motion.
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